Gabriel Registrar is an accredited certification body which provides International Organization for Standardization (ISO) management system certification and other management standards to organisations globally. We also provide a variety of inspection services to clients throughout the Globe.

We at GR with our experienced assessors provide you with certification which provides value for your management system. Many clients around the world have greatly benefited through our exemplary service. When you choose GR as your certification partner you stand to gain monetarily in your business by our straightforward assessment.

The overall aim of certification is to give confidence to all parties that a management system fulfils specified requirements. The value of certification is the degree of public confidence and trust that is established by an Impartial and competent assessment by a third party.
SERVICES

YOUR SINGLE SOURCE FOR MANAGEMENT SYSTEM AUDITING & CERTIFICATION

Services by Industry
› Energy & Environment
› Cosmetics
› Food Safety
› IT Service and Information Security
› Health Care
› Hospital
› Medical
…and any other industry

Auditing & Certification
› Quality – ISO 9001, ISO/TS 29001, ISO 13485
› Environment & Energy – ISO 14001, ISO 50001
› Health & Safety – OHSAS 18001
› Green and Clean Hospital – GCHM
› Human Health Care – HHCM
› Business Continuity – ISO 22301
› Asset Management – ISO 55001
› Food Safety – ISO 22000, FSSC 22000, HACCP
› IT Service & Info Security – ISO 20000-1, ISO 27001
› Road Safety – ISO 39001
› Anti Bribery – ISO 37001
› Second-party / Supplier Auditing
› Training
…and a variety of regional and national certifications
OUR GLOBAL RECOGNITION

LEADING GLOBAL PROVIDERS OF ACCREDITED ISO CERTIFICATION

LEADERS IN ASSURANCE

EXPERIENCED ASSESSORS

BROAD PORTFOLIO OF INDUSTRIAL AUDITS
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ISO standards...

1. Help you improve the quality of your goods and services
2. Help you drive growth, cut costs and increase profits
3. Give your business a competitive edge
4. Open up export markets for your goods and services
5. Open doors to new customers and strengthen your existing business
6. Help you compete with bigger enterprises
7. Enhance your credibility and secure customer confidence
8. Sharpen your business processes and increase efficiency
9. Strengthen your marketing pitch
10. Help you comply with regulations

What is ISO?
ISO, the International Organization for Standardization, develops International Standards in an open, impartial and consensus-based process.

At Gabriel Registrar, we have a broad portfolio of International Standards covering all aspects of business and technology.

Not sure which to choose?
Our Website – www.gabrielregistrar.com – will provide all the information you need to help you select the right standard for your business.
OUR CLIENTELE

Engineering & Other Sector

..and many more
Certification Process
Road map for certification completion

GR Certification Process

APPLICATION SUBMISSION

APPLICATION REVIEW

CONTRACT REVIEW

INITIAL ASSESSMENT [STAGE 1]

PLANNING

CONDUCTING ASSESSMENT

CLOSING ALL FINDINGS

REPORT / FINDING

APPLICATION REVIEW

CONTRACT REVIEW

INITIAL ASSESSMENT

PLANNING

CONDUCTING ASSESSMENT

REPORT / FINDING

REVIEW EVIDENCES FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

RECEIVE PROPOSED CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

FOLLOW UP

REVIEW EVIDENCES

GR Certification Process

GRANTING CERTIFICATION

SURVEILLANCE VISIT AND /OR SPECIAL AUDITS

DECISION APPROVAL

TECHNICAL REVIEW

Re-Assessment after 3 years